OLT NATIONAL FELLOWS - SHOWCASE & BOOK LAUNCH

WOLLONGONG ACADEMY OF TERTIARY TEACHING AND LEARNING EXCELLENCE (WATTLE)

All UOW colleagues are warmly invited to attend this special event.

ABOUT THE PRESENTERS

Dr Sarah O'Shea

Sarah has recently been awarded a 2015 OLT National Teaching Fellowship for her project entitled Engaging Families to Engage Students: exploring how university outreach activities can forge productive partnerships with families to assist first in family students navigate their higher education journey. Her research and scholarly practice centres on student access and participation within the university sector, with particular reference to those students from identified equity groups.

Prof Garry Hoban

This year Garry completed an OLT National Senior Teaching Fellowship entitled Digital Explanations: Learning and Communicating Science with Student-created Digital Media aimed at increasing the use of student generated media as a new form of assignment in university science and science teacher education classes. Garry is internationally known as the creator of a new but simplified form of narrated stop-motion animation called 'Slowmation' (abbreviated from 'Slow Animation'). This process enables school or university students to engage with science content by using their own technology to create their own narrated animation to explain it.

ABOUT THE BOOK

Join us for the launch of Garry’s new book - Student-generated Digital Media in Science Education: learning, explaining and communicating content.

This book supports secondary school teachers, lecturers in universities and teacher educators in improving engagement and understanding in science by helping students unleash their enthusiasm for creating media within the science classroom.

It provides a theoretical background, case studies, and a wide range of assignments and assessment tasks designed to address the vital issue of disengagement amongst science learners.

WHERE AND WHEN

Wednesday, 25 November 2015
2.30 pm - 4.30 pm
Building 6, Room 105
University of Wollongong

Registration required
Please REGISTER HERE